Nowadays it is required adjusting the activities of most financial institutions in the modern economic space. The changes that are required by credit institutions are due to the needs of the society and the vectors of the development of our state. The realization of this depends on the particularization of strategic alternatives, a detailed analysis of likely prospects and good management policy in the field of financial services. It is also a starting point, that there is a lack of significant potential for strengthening the competitiveness of financial business, including banking.

As a result, it is urgently necessary to focus on the development of modern tools, that may strengthen the status of banking institutions, restore confidence in them from customers, activate the potential of flexible credit to industry, small and medium-sized businesses, taking into account inflationary risks. Undoubtedly, the effectiveness of activity of banking institutions is more determined primarily by the scope of credit operations in accordance with the tasks of economic development of the country on the basis of a number of conditions, including the need for borrowed funds to solve the problems of ensuring the continuity of production and sales processes, the quality of production and investment activities of enterprises, economical using of resources, the need to provide turnover with payment facilities, etc. [1]. Today, the problem of managing of bank credit activity remains one of the most urgent. Therefore, properly identified tools should become the catalysts of this process and a prerequisite for increasing financial performance, especially during periods of economic instability.

**Analysis of recent research and publications**

The significance of the problem is characterized by a large number of investigations by both native and foreign scientists in this direction. Therefore, it is defined in the number of priorities of banks. Essential acquisitions in the study of these issues belong to such scientists as V.V. Vitlinsky [6], D.D. Gladkikh [15], O.V. Dzubul’к [1], V.V. Kovalenko [2], V.I. Mishchenko [13], V.I. Kireev [13] and many others.

In the investigations the consideration of scope of credit to various clients by commercial banks in today's dynamic conditions is prevailed, methods of combating credit risks are identified, and the need to improve the management of credit resources for the economic security of credit institutions is determined.
Unsolved aspects of the problem

In today’s conditions, the functions of banking activity are expanding, the preconditions for making radical changes in work with bank and staff clients are strengthened, and search for more acceptable vectors for development in the branch of credit activity. However, the modern methodology of credit relations requires more advanced solutions. Real reform of the banking sector is needed, development of reasonable projects for attracting resources to the banking sector. It is still unknown which mechanisms that influence the client lead to changes in its long-term relationship with the bank, loyalty to the institution and in what extent. It is the customer-oriented approach that is the strategic vector on which the power of a credit institution depends on a competitive environment of a market. Banks have to move away from the role of service providers and become consultants for their customers (for example, in business structuring, projects, partner selection, funding arrangements, etc.). Flexibility of credit products should be sought, focusing on the quality of sources of debt repayment (adequacy of cash flows of clients) [2].

The main part

The credit activity of banking institutions remains low in recent years, due to lower purchasing power of the population, a significant number of unreliable borrowers who are unable to fulfill their obligations, a rather high level of uncertainty about further development and high cost of credit resources.

Since the end of 2017, the NBU has taken a course towards raising the discount rate and pursuing a tighter monetary policy. According to the NBU, over the last year, the average interest rate on loans in national currency grew by 31.14% and amounted to 21.9% at the beginning of 2019 against 16.7% at the beginning of 2018, whereas the opposite the dynamics was observed for foreign currency loans—starting from the beginning of 2017, the average interest rate decreased by 9.34% and amounted to 1.01.2019 5.8% (against 6.4% a year ago). The determined interest rate policy was determined by the decision of the regulator to raise from September 7, 2018 the discount rate to 18% per annum. This change contributed to increasing the attractiveness of the national currency for banks, and therefore to adjust the price terms of business lending. So the value of business loans for the year increased by 6.6 points—up to 20.9% per annum, and the cost of loans for the population—by 3.9 points—to 33.1% per annum. Last year in December, interest rates on business loans grew by 1.2 points, while for the population did not change [3]. This contributed to moderate growth of a credit portfolio of business entities. The growth for the last year amounted to UAH 6.32 million. The most interested in business were short-term and hryvnia credits. In the opinion of banks, basic drivers of demand is growth of necessities of enterprises and for the population, a significant number of unreliable borrowers who are unable to fulfill their obligations, a rather high level of uncertainty about further development and high cost of credit resources.

In general, the credit portfolio of banks in national currency for 2018 grew by 8.1% to UAH 616 billion. In its structure, the portfolio of hryvnia credits to the population grew by 31.4%—to 135.4 billion hryvnia, exceeding the portfolio volume in the pre-crisis period, which indicates the intensification of consumer lending. The portfolio of hryvnia business credits also increased, however, only by 2.7%—up to UAH 478.5 billion.

The dynamics of individual indicators of banking in Ukraine for 2009-2019 is presented in tab. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Value at the beginning of the year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Credit investments</td>
<td>926086 880302 942088 1054280 1127192 1278095 1316852 1254385 1256299 1336358 1360764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserves for active operations of banks</td>
<td>792244 747348 755030 825320 815327 911402 1006358 1009768 1005923 1042798 1118618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of credit activity of banks</td>
<td>48409 122433 148839 157907 141319 131252 204931 321303 484383 516985 555871</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: compiled by the authors on the materials [5]

It can be noted the volatile dynamics of the credit activity ratio for Ukrainian banks. The range within 65-75% is considered to be optimal. Thus, only in 2013-2014 there were acceptable values. Current indicators point to the priority of aggressive risky credit policy pursued by banking institutions and the lack of diversification of assets. It is inherent to those financial and credit institutions, that are aimed at increasing the credit portfolio as quickly as possible without paying sufficient attention to the definition of the level of risk. Unfortunately, the values that characterize the compliance of the credit portfolio structure with this credit policy will increase in direct proportion to the increase in the share of financial resources dedicated to the issuance of risk or unsecured credits in the overall structure of the credit portfolio [6].

Table 1. Dynamics of separate indicators of banking activity for 2009-2019, mln. UAH
Also, statistical data show a rather high proportion of problem assets, the root cause of which is, unfortunately, the failure of banks to manage effectively the problem part of the credit portfolio, and its poor quality [4].

Today, most companies conduct restrained, well-meaning activities in the field of obtaining bank crediting. Although there is an increase in the trend of business crediting, there is also a tendency to refuse or delay their long-term projects. Uncertainty in the future, macroeconomic fluctuations give businesses a preference for short- and medium-term credits. On the one hand, it can be a plus for banking institutions, as they are able to make a profit in the shortest possible time, to reduce the level of credit risk, but this does not promise long-term relationships and even repeated customer appeals to the bank.

The study of this issue shows a number of problems that are typical of banking institutions, namely, for credit relations between them and business entities. Among them, it should be noted:
a) insufficient level of resource supply that has been traced lately;
b) imperfect regulation of business crediting technologies, in particular small ones, due to increased level of risk;
c) difficulties that appear in assessing the real financial and economic condition of the borrower and assessing investment projects;
d) imperfect scoring methods that are not able to assess the real risks and threats to credit institutions;
e) difficulties in obtaining loans related to the reorientation of their clients by their business, expansion of the sphere of activity;
f) problems with mortgage liquidity, and etc.

As for crediting to individuals, it should be noted that during the previous accounting year, the focus of the banks was on consumer lending. Statistics shows that it accounted for about 80% of the total retail credit portfolio. Experts believe that the trend will be traced. From the point of the current state of the country, we think that consumers will also benefit from short-term lending. As this is a tool that is easier to use from the point of the difficult situation of the majority of the population, for increasing the number of customers, banks should increase their installment limits, develop simple payment programmes, and adjust credit card conditions in order not to frighten, and, conversely, to encourage credit funds. It is recommended to maintain a client-oriented policy in the branch of activating credit activity, as it is a guarantee of strengthening the competitive positions of the bank in the struggle for customers.

In order to solve one of the principal issues in the banking sector aimed at stimulating reproductive processes in the economy of the country, the management policy of banks in the direction of further intensification of lending activity. It has been made an attempt to model the management policy in a definite direction (Fig. 1).

It is given priority to a detailed study of credit market of the country, the identification of specificity of key sectors of the economy and the demand for their credit resources. It will allow to coordinate the information on business activity in the society, the financial policy of a number of legal entities working in the sphere of small and medium business. It is also necessary to analyze the benefits and opportunities of the population in order to strengthen policy in this direction.

An important aspect of credit policy is making a decision on choosing loans in accordance with accepted banking strategic guidelines, taking into account the ratio of profitability and risk. Target benchmarks for management of the credit activity of a banking institution may be:
a) optimization of credit potential;
b) formation of a risk management system in a credit sphere;
c) strengthening the quality of the credit portfolio;
d) increasing the efficiency of credit operations.

From the point of risk management, a dilemma is traced: more risky credits are provided at a higher percentage, they bring great profit, are beneficial, but there is a high probability of their loss and no return, and vice versa. In other words, it is a choice of the ratio of risk / profitability or profitability / risk. The optimal combination of these parameters is investigated in the Mark-Sharpe’s model, where the search for an optimal ratio of profitability and risk is realized in a phased manner, by integrating the main direction, a gradient, on the spatial surface of probabilistic events [7]. To solve this problem commercial banks should diversify the loan portfolio in order to minimize credit risk.

At the diagnostic stage, it is suggested to use certain indicators for each object of the target orientation that would identify the state of credit activity (tab. 2).

Depending on the needs, each credit institution can expand the proposed list of indicators.

Attention should be paid to the issue of ensuring the credit activity of banking institutions. We have allocated personnel, information, technical, resource, methodological and organizational components of the provision. Some of them have already been considered by scholars, in particular through the mechanism of monetary policy [8], from information and organizational point of view [9], technical [10], staffing [11-12] etc., however, fully and systematically, some of them were considered more in terms of bank security, rather than influence on lending activity, which, in our opinion, is mistaken and requires additional investigations.

The next step should be study of certain tools that will affect the lending activity of banking institutions and determine the mechanisms for managing them. Among them, it is recommended to distinguish between two groups:
intrabank (tools developed and used by the banking institution itself);
— external tools, among which interbank funds (tools developed by a group of banks in order to jointly reduce credit risk) and government (governmental debt management tools) can be identified.

![Complex model of activation of management credit activity of banking institutions](image)

**Fig. 1. Complex model of activation of management credit activity of banking institutions**

Source: own elaboration

It is recommended to adjust the level of credit activity at macro, meso and micro levels.

The most important administrative and legal instruments include: legislative and regulatory acts, directives, instructions of the NBU, which regulate credit relations at the legal level; selective credit policy; requirements and restrictions on the activities of banks; administrative supervision.

In order to stimulate lending activity, the NBU uses market tools, including a policy of lowering the required reserve, the NBU interest rate (establishing a certain level of the weighted average interest rate.thus regulating the interest rate on loans), refinancing of commercial banks, open market operations, regulation portfolio of assets of commercial banks (asset quality review (AQR) and stress testing for the largest Ukrainian banks). The latter increase (or decrease) the volume of resources of banks and the banking system as a whole, which is reflected in the value of the loan and the volume of demand.

Fiscal policy is also capable of influencing the development of the banking sector through taxation. which ultimately affects the money market and forms the conditions under which monetary and credit policy is carried out. From its side, the amount of money in circulation determines the ability of economic entities to calculate and pay taxes and mandatory payments to the budget in cash [13]. For example, the introduction of compulsory taxation of interest income accrued on deposits and current accounts (fluctuations ranged from 15% in 2014 up to 18% today) and the military income tax on personal income as a direct route to reduce their attractiveness for the population and easing their resource base. This tendency also influences the volumes and value of loans provided to the economy. Therefore, it would be advisable to set tax rates depending on the size of the deposit or the minimum amount of the deposit, which interest is generally exempted from taxation. Thus, fiscal instruments
should be sufficiently balanced and adequate to the current phase of the economic cycle of the national economic system.

Table 2. Recommended individual diagnostic indicators of the credit activity of banks according to selected target targets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target guideline</th>
<th>Diagnostic indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optimization of credit potential</td>
<td>ratio of credit activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of investment activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of correlation of liabilities and capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of correlation of loans and deposits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of using deposits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of transformation of short-term resources into short-term loans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>share of formed reserves in the amount of involved resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average term of clients savings on deposit accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>share of arrears on credits in the total amount of credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of a risk management system</td>
<td>indicator of the risk of a loan granted to a debtor – juridical person and a natural person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of coverage of classified loans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of protection of loans from losses on the amount of a created reserve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of turnover of loan by equity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of coverage of classified loans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of specific gravity of the weighted classified credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of unpaid credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of unprofitableness of credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of credit security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of collateral availability of unprofitable credit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of credit loss protection by reserve amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of cover of losses at the expense of the reserve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>degree of completeness of the formation of the reserve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of loan coverage by equity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthening of quality of the loan portfolio</td>
<td>profitability of credit operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>profitability of credit operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>income of credit operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>specific gravity of income from the provision of credits in the total amount of income</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own elaboration

Credit policy has to act as a key active tool for management of credit activity of banking institutions. From the point of strategic prospects it has to include the priorities, principles and objectives of a particular bank in the credit market, as well as firstly rely on customer choice, and secondly, on norms and rules governing bank management, and thirdly, on professionalism and Competence, both managers of the bank and staff dealing with credit issues.

Reservation is an instrument that has been used to compensate a bank for losses that arise as a result of non-repayment by the borrower of loans fully or partly, by prior accumulation of a share of funds from each loan granted. The results of tab.1 indicate a significant dynamic growth of reserves for active operations over the past ten years. Their creation is the result of a risk assessment by banks of non-fulfillment from the position of clients of their obligations.

Restructuring of debt is also an important tool for reviewing a credit agreement in order to establish more favourable conditions for the borrower to fulfill his obligations. The most widespread measures for debt restructuring are: extending the credit; granting of the delay in the payment of the credit; cancellation of the amount of fines and penalties; credit repayment; changing in crediting scheme; lowering the interest rate on the credit. This instrument should not be used often by a bank, as it recognizes the ineffectiveness of its credit policy.

Diversification means the distribution of loans between different categories of borrowers – large and medium-sized companies, small business enterprises, individuals, etc. This instrument is based on the distribution of risks, which impedes their concentration. However, it should be used constructively and carefully, taking into account the capabilities of the bank itself and the level of training, since excessive diversification leads to an increase in credit risk [2].

Limitation of a borrower allows to systematically regulate and monitor the quality of the credit portfolio of the bank. Its dynamics and structure, and limit the volume of transactions with one borrower. The result is the implementation of any single credit agreement is the subject of general rules and requirements dictated by the limitation of risk positions [14].

Each of the identified instruments should provide for the use of specific mechanisms that will be continuously improved by management of the bank. Preserving of the balance between these instruments
determines the ability of banking institutions to survive in market competitive conditions and provide an acceptable credit position.

Thus, the proposed model is a schematic representation of the process of management of the credit activity of a banking institution. Therefore, it is recommended to develop a step-by-step management programme of actions aimed at activating the credit activity of an institution based on pre-presented and diagnosing the current state (fig. 2). The combination of organizational and managerial aspects, in our opinion, will enhance the effect of work in a particular direction.

Fig. 2. Scheme of organizational and managerial stages of the programme of activating the banking activity of the banking institution

Source: own elaboration

The differentiation of work can take place in several stages:
— the stage of the identification of the problem, at this stage, the decision is taken as to the need for changes, the objectives are detailed, the factors of influence are investigated and the probable risks with which the credit institution will collide;
— the analytical stage, it is necessary to analyze the current state of the credit portfolio, to investigate the reserves of its increase, to simulate further development, taking into account the target benchmarks and optimization criteria, the change of which will lead to the correction of the bank’s credit policy. Criteria can be quantitative and qualitative (with subsequent transfer of the latter into the quantitative sphere if necessary). Certain parameters of banking activity will be the parameters;
— the organizational stage, the individuals responsible for the credit activity of a bank are determined, their professional abilities and competence are assessed;
— the stage of decision-making on managerial influence. This stage includes the direct implementation of the developed programme of action, application of the necessary tools and evaluation of the effectiveness after its introduction;
— stage of control, monitoring of the completion of certain implementations should be permanent, so that if necessary, adjust the work.

To sum up, the following should be noted:
— firstly, each bank should consider ways of activating the credit activity in accordance with its own strategic guidelines, periodically reviewing them and adjusting them according to the development strategy and monetary policy of a country;
— secondly, it is needed a constant correlation of the structure of the credit portfolio of a banking institution with the development of business activity in society and the state of the economic environment;
— thirdly, within the framework of the reorganization of the non-working corporate credit portfolio, it is recommended to create a state-owned company for the management of problem assets or a single rehabilitation bank, which has to accumulate inactive loans from state banks and withdrawn from the market of banks under the control of the DGF, at the second stage are problem credits other banks. This will enable "clear" the bank balances, "unload" their credit and legal units from the pretentious work and realization of mortgaged property and allow them to focus on lending [15];
— in the fourth, credit institutions should improve the tools of securing credit repayments, because, unfortunately, in our country there is a chronic crisis of payment discipline in accordance with its obligations of many customers, both individuals and businesses. This is needed to secure the return of loans to customers. After all, the mechanisms of internal control should be constantly monitored and improved and regulators. When they find problems. Should be able to act quickly and decisively. Accounting and realization of the above-mentioned points will allow to activate the credit activity of commercial banks and, using their potential, ensure the economic growth of the manufacturing sector of Ukraine.

Conclusions

At the end of the article, it can be noted that the development and management of credit activity of banking institutions should be clearly and coherently implemented. It will restore the confidence of banks that has been lost by many customers, will lead to consistent work with the latter, which will undeniably affect the economic development of the. Credit institutions need to pre-calculate probable changes in business activity in society, adjust vectors of development in accordance with strategic goals and capabilities. It is also necessary to strive for stable and long-term relationships with clients, to become consultants, followers in their business relations, business projects, organization of the financing process for them. It is recommended that more attention be paid to the quality of the sources of repayment, thereby reducing risk relationships. The using of the above suggestions in practice will allow to build an effective system of development of banking activity in the future.

Abstract

The article investigates the current state of credit activity of banking institutions of Ukraine. The dynamics of key indicators that characterize it. The need to support customer-oriented policy in the field of credit activity, which is the key to strengthening the competitive position of the Bank in the struggle for customers. It was found that the credit activity of banking institutions in recent years remains low. This is due to a decrease in the purchasing power of the population, a significant number of unreliable borrowers who are unable to fulfill their obligations, a sufficiently high level of uncertainty about further development and the high cost of credit.

In order to solve one of the leading issues in the development of the banking sector aimed at stimulating the reproduction processes in the country’s economy, and given the high investment potential of the country, it is proposed to coordinate the management policy of banks in the direction of further activation of credit activity. For this purpose, the authors have developed a comprehensive model of activation of credit activity management of the Bank, in which a program of actions in this direction is proposed and some diagnostic indicators are recommended to determine the state of the Bank in accordance with the proposed targets. It is indicated that, depending on the needs of each credit institution can expand the proposed list of indicators.

The article also indicates the need to study certain tools that will affect the credit card activity of banking institutions and the definition of mechanisms for their management. Among them, it is recommended to distinguish two groups: intrabank (tools that are developed and used by the banking institution itself) and external tools, among which are interbank (tools that are developed by a group of banks in order to jointly reduce credit risk) and state (tools for managing credit activity on the part of state bodies). It is recommended to adjust the level of credit activity at macro - , meso - and micro levels.

Also, the distinctions of work at each of the selected organizational and management stages are determined in detail. The proposed levers are reduced to an algorithm of management actions that will adjust the development of credit activity of a banking institution in the priority direction.
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